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Delivery Services
Withdrawal of Delivery Service
623.1

Suitable Receptacles
Consider withdrawing service if a customer does not provide a suitable
mail receptacle after being so notified by PS Form 1507, Request to
Provide Mail Receptacle (city delivery routes); by PS Form 4056, Your
Mailbox Needs Attention (rural and highway contract routes); by letter or
verbally.
The Postal Service may withdraw service to a delivery point if a customer
does not provide a suitable mail receptacle in the postal-approved
location for the delivery of mail after being so notified by local officials by
PS Form
1507, Request to Provide Mail Receptacle (city delivery routes); by PS Form
4056, Your Mailbox Needs Attention (rural and highway contract routes);
or by written communication.

623.2
623.21

Blocked Mail Receptacles
General
The customer is responsible for keeping the approach to the mailbox clear
to facilitate delivery (see 632.14). If the carrier continually experiences a
problem in serving curbline boxes and where the customer is able to
control access or on-street parking in front of his or her mailbox but does
not take prompt corrective action after being properly notified, the
postmaster may, with the approval of the district manager, withdraw
delivery service.

623.22

Delivery to Mailbox Inside of a Screen or Storm Door
These mailboxes must meet the following requirements:

623.3

a.

When the box is inside a screen or storm door, the door must be
left unlocked; otherwise, the box should be located outside the
door or a slot should be provided in the outer door.

b.

When porches are screened in or enclosed by other material, and
are used as living or sleeping quarters, the screen or storm door is
considered the entrance door to the house. In these cases, notify
the customers that they must place their mail receptacle outside
the door or provide a slot in the door.

Safety or Security
Delivery service may be suspended when there is an immediate threat
(including, but not limited to, threats due to loose animals) to the delivery
employee, mail security, or postal property. Suspension of service should
be limited to an area necessary to avoid the immediate threat.
Postmasters should request corrective action from responsible parties and
restore normal service as soon as appropriate.
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623.4

Travel Obstructions
Persons responsible for road maintenance must be notified of road
conditions obstructing the delivery of mail. If repairs are not made
promptly, service may be withdrawn with the approval of the district
manager. Resume service as soon as the road conditions are improved.

623.5

Vacant Delivery Points
The Postal Service may withdraw delivery service to vacant delivery points.
A vacant delivery point is a delivery point where responsible personnel are
aware the delivery point has been unoccupied for a period longer than
ninety (90) consecutive days.
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